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In June 2013, Shanghai Stock Exchange together with Shenzhen Stock Exchange 
launched Stocks Pledged Repo, which has some advantages against other financing 
pledged repo, namely: diversity of business participants and stake holders, extensity of 
underlying securities. 
As the main business of pledged financing, Stocks Pledged Repo enriches the 
financing scope of security companies. To some extent, it helps solve the financing 
problems of small and medium-sized enterprise. Therefore, it is truly implemented that 
financial market serves real economy. Since the business has done for three years, 
security companies which have Stocks Pledged Repo business have gradually find out 
several potential risks, such as market risk, compliance risk, credit risk, policy risk and 
the like. With risks and profits co-existing, considering more market opportunities 
brought by the gradually expanding securities market, how to develop Stocks Pledged 
Repo becomes the common question for the security companies. 
In this paper, the Risk Control of Stocks Pledged Repo of China Merchants 
Securities co, ltd (CMS) is chosen to be the object of study. Firstly, it introduces the 
business fundamentals, advantages and risks. After the brief introduction of CMS, based 
on the SWOT analysis, this paper fully analyses the advantages of CMS’ businesses, 
and combined with the background of the rapid development of the capital market, in 
the stage of strategic layout of CMS, this paper proposes that it is of great necessity for 
CMS to develop the Stocks Pledged Repo both for the company's profitability and core 
competitiveness. At the same time, this paper analyses of the relative disadvantage of 
CMS. And focus on the further promotion of the financial reform in our country, the 
paper summarizes that in the further development of the Stocks Pledged Repo, CMS not 
only faces the competitive threat from other financial institutions, but also has to 
improve their risk management abilities. Therefore the paper issues the question of 















environment”, this is also the focus of this paper.  
Then, under the guidance of this question, it analyzes the benefits and risk control 
pressure which Stocks Pledged Repo brings to CMS. Finally, on the basis of former 
analysis, four reasonable suggestions are set to the risk control of Stocks Pledged Repo 
brings to CMS. The suggestions are as following: lower the risk of investor，anticipate 
liquidity risk and market risk, make differential treatment of personalized component of 
transaction elements, enhance the competitiveness in business approval and ongoing 
management. 
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